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Abstract: Social media is a rich source of spatial data but it has also many flaws and well-known
limitations, especially in regard to representation and representativeness, since very little is known
about the demographics of the user population. At the same time, the use of locational services, is
in fact, dependent on those characteristics. We address this gap in knowledge by exploring divides
between Twitter users, based on the spatial and temporal distribution of the content they produce.
We chose five cities and data from 2015 to represent different socio-spatial contexts. Users were
classified according to spatial and non-spatial measures: home range estimation; standard distance;
nearest neighbor index, and; proposed localness index. There are distinct groups of geosocial media
producers, which suggests that such datasets cannot be treated as uniform representations. We found
a positive correlation between spatial behavior and posting activity. It is suggested that there are
universal patterns of behavior that are conditioned by software services—the example of Foucauldian
“technologies of self”. They can also represent the dominance of the most prolific users over the
whole data stream. Results are discussed in the context of the importance and role of user location in
social media.
Keywords: geosocial media; spatial behavior; Twitter; post-socialist

1. Introduction
There is no doubt that the so-called Big Data revolution [1,2] is providing researchers from many
disciplines with exciting new possibilities and avenues of inquiry. It delivers data at a volume, velocity
and variety that was hardly imaginable only a decade ago [3]. This is especially true for the social
sciences, where the greatest changes in methodological paradigms are needed and many voices are
calling for this situation to be addressed [4–6]. The steadily increasing stream of data from social media
sources is relatively accessible and offers promising insights into the motivations and mechanisms
of collective as well as individual human behavior. It has already been used to predict box office
returns [7], elections [8] and flu trends [9], or even in disaster management and prediction [10]. At the
same time, the wide-scale adoption and ubiquity of location aware technologies in networked mobile
devices such as smartphones provide geography and especially geographic information science with
additional opportunities since, as Gordon and de Souza e Silva [11] point out: “Mobile devices are the
primary tools with which we access location.” This lead to convergence of GIS and social media [12]
and has even been called a renaissance of geographic information [13]. Among the many social
media platforms, Twitter is the most widely used in this field, partially because of its relaxed data
policy. Although access has become more restricted in recent years, the free 1% data stream is still a
relatively viable source of geolocated data that can be considered a fair representation of the whole
user population, devoid of any systematic bias [14,15]. However, whether this Twitter population
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can be used as a proxy representation for more general social processes is another question entirely.
Critiques have been raised that draw attention to the fact that Twitter, as well as other social media
outlets, constitutes a very specific subset of the people. It is, for example, unknown whether behind a
user account there is a single person, multiple people or a bot [16]. Our lack of knowledge about the
demographics of tweeting severely impairs our ability to draw generalized conclusions [17]. This is
just one of the many problems and challenges faced when using Big Data from social media. One part
of the Big Data equation is, as Boyd and Crawford [16] call it, the “mythology” that consists of many
simplistic assumptions like the ability to capture the whole of a domain, the lack of the need for theory
and the faith that data can speak for themselves [3]. These fallacies accompany the re-emergence of
empiricism [2] and its criticism mirrors arguments that were made during geography's quantitative
revolution [18], and these are still mostly valid.
Despite these widely acknowledged limitations, many researchers are using Twitter data
to delineate city cores [19], gain insights into travel plans and tourism [20], characterize urban
landscapes [21], study global migrations [22] or identify mobility patterns [23,24]. Recently, there has
been a growing interest in filling the gap in our knowledge about the demographics of both the Twitter
user population as a whole and the subgroup of users that produce (or rather contribute since they
may not be aware of it) an ambient geospatial information (AGI) [25]. The former has been addressed
on many spatial scales by a range of papers [26–29] with the general conclusion that Twitter users are
younger than the general population and derive predominantly from urban areas, with gender and
ethnic biases still visible but becoming less pronounced over time. The latter, however, has been given
much less attention. The problem was mentioned in Graham et al. [30], where it was stated that it
is most unlikely that the content of that part of the Twitter stream that is geolocated is not biased by
socioeconomic status, location and education. Recently, Sloan and Morgan [15] tested this hypothesis
and concluded that the use of geoservices and geotagging is, in fact, dependent on demographic
characteristics—with language being the most significant. Even more detailed analysis of uneven
geographies of user-generated content has been conducted by Robertson and Feick [31], which showed
that even within one country there is a significant geographical variation at least partly influenced by
socioeconomic variables.
In this paper, we are trying a somewhat different approach, by exploring divides between users
based not on their demographic but rather geospatial characteristics, that is, spatial and temporal
distribution of the content that is produced by them. We hypothesize that geosocial media production
is a distinct phenomenon that is in many aspects indifferent to the socio-spatial context. Therefore,
behavior in spatial media is more directly dependent on software than on location. Using the
code/space metaphor [32], we may explain this in a yet another way. The “code” part of this hybrid
space, transduced by social media software, is location independent, while “space” components vary.
We may be able, therefore, to observe similar behavior among users in different places. This is the
result of what Foucault [33] calls a “technology of self”, in which software compels its users to extend
their capabilities but in the same time to act in ways that are pre-defined by the people responsible for
the creation of the technology.
By utilizing methods of spatial analysis, we will try to address the following research questions:
1.

2.
3.

Can geosocial content be treated as a single spatial representation or is this an averaged product
of separate groups of users, very different in respect to their mode of social media use—in both
spatial and non-spatial contexts? If the latter is true, it may indicate that a different research
methodology is needed in the analysis of such data.
What are the spatial characteristics of geosocial media producers? This can possibly allow us to
identify various spatial behavior types for Twitter users.
Is there a relation between the spatial behavior and posting activity of Twitter users? Are more
active users also more mobile? If they are mobile and traveling while posting, this may suggest
that the personal location information is used as a form of communication or even as a resource
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to increase their level of social capital [34]. If there is no such relation, this may indicate that user
location may not be as important in the social media environment and by extension in research.
Do these characteristics vary between different socio-spatial contexts? Investigating Twitter
populations in cities with very different histories and geographies in various parts of the Europe
gives us the opportunity to observe whether they have any impact on user behavior.
If there are different groups of geosocial media producers or there are differences between
socio-spatial contexts, this may introduce biases. In what respect may these biases influence the
analysis of geosocial media data?

2. Methods
2.1. Data Gathering Process
In our study, we are using data from Twitter. We gathered for analysis one year (2014) of tweets
from five European cities: Dublin (Ireland); Edinburgh (UK); Krakow (Poland); Poznan (Poland), and;
Valencia (Spain). We selected cities with different socio-spatial contexts, with the two Polish cities
representing post-socialist urban space and three representatives of the Western perspective. Larger
cities (e.g., London) would have most certainly gave us larger amounts raw data for the analysis, but it
would also probably flatten the differences due to the very nature of global cities. We used Twitter
Streaming API (Application Programming Interface) as the source of data. While it provides no more
than 1% of all tweets, geolocated content rarely constitute a larger percentage of all posts, and it is a
good approximation of the full Firehose stream [14]. To maintain our connection with API we used
specifically tailored software—described elsewhere in more detail [35]. As it is more practical to create
a larger dataset and use data mining techniques afterwards [36], data were gathered without any
filters, apart from the geolocation requirement, for the whole European continent with a single data
stream. Then, selection was made with bounding boxes for the administrative boundaries of each
city, enlarged by a 2 km buffer zone. These data formed our main Dataset 1—D1. In addition, we
created a second, much larger Dataset 2—D2 that included all geolocated tweets that were generated
by users found in D1, regardless of their location. Therefore, if a given user tweeted with a location
at least once within one of the cities, we gathered all their tweets that were available to us. We only
considered a tweet to be geolocated when it had geographic coordinates attached in the coordinates
field. Both datasets were cleaned by removal of any duplicates, manual soft retweets (indicated by RT,
normally retweets do not have a geolocation and even when they do it seldom refer to the respective
location), and points with coordinates outside the given city bounding box that can be present due to
errors in the Streaming API. We are aware that large number of content may come from non-human
source, namely, bots, but we purposefully included them in our analysis as we are at the position that
they form an important part of the Twittersphere that can influence both cyberscape of the cities and
behavior of other users.
The authors recognize that there are possible ethical issues associated with using geolocated
Twitter data—it cannot, for example, be assumed that all geotagged content is posted by users that are
fully conscious about the ways it can be used by third parties. That being said, we are of the opinion
that with appropriate care data of this kind can be used in research endeavors such as this. Therefore,
steps were made to ensure that there was no possibility of the identification of individual users inside
datasets that were used for the analysis presented below.
2.2. Statistical Analysis
In the next step, we determined the following statistics, separately for each user and for each city
and for both D1 and D2:

•

Standard distance deviation (SDD)—calculated by using the calc_sdd function from R package
aspace [37]. We used this parameter as a basic measure of spatial behavior. Although it can be
strongly influenced by outliers, it can be used to quantify mobility of the Twitter users.
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Estimated home range (HR)—we used 75% home range from the utilization distribution calculated
by the kernel method using the kernelUD function from R package adehabitatHR [38]. This value
measures how large is the area in which users generate geosocial content and therefore can
indicate how mobile they are. It is worth mentioning that contrary to its usage in ecological
modeling we do not measure real spatial behavior but behavior in geosocial media, which may
not be an accurate reflection of the former.
Nearest Neighbor Index (NNI)—was used as a simple measure of spatial clustering, Although
shape and structure of the urban space influences this parameter, it can be used to differentiate
between user groups, for example, tourists that tweet from many places around the city and
residents that tweet mainly from workplace and home. NNI was calculated by the following
formula [39]:
d( NN )
NearestNeighborIndex = NN I =
d(ran)
where d(NN) is Nearest Neighbor Distance and d(ran) Mean Random Distance—calculated
as follows:
"
#
N Min d
ij
NearestNeighborDistance = d( NN ) = ∑
N
i =1
where Min(dij) is the distance between given point and its nearest neighbor and N is the number
of points in the distribution,
s
MeanRandomDistance = d(ran) = 0.5

•

•

•
•
•

A
N



where A is the area of the region and N is the number of points. It was not practical to calculate
NNI for D2, since bounding boxes based on point distribution would be too greatly deformed by
single outliers.
Most frequently used language (Mode) of all machines detected (by Twitter) languages used for
tweeting. For more than one mode, we applied the user declared language. We hoped that this
will help us differentiate between local residents and visitors, but in the analysis this proved to
not be the case. We believe that this is due to the fact that many tourists speak and tweet in the
same language as the residents and in the same time many residents tweet in English—the most
popular language of the Twitter population.
Preferred time of the day for tweeting (Time)—posting time of each tweet was assigned to
one of the three categories: daytime (6 a.m.–5 p.m.) evening (7 p.m.–12 p.m.) or nighttime
(12 a.m.–5 a.m.), and users were classified based on the maximum value among the three periods.
This parameter was hypothesized as being dependent upon socio-spatial characteristics of a city,
with different values in western and post-socialist cities.
Number of tweets (N)—an important characteristic that can indicate outliers and main producers
of geolocated content,
Number of followers (F)—this was used as an indicator of spam accounts, that is, users with large
number of tweets and 0 followers.
Localness—defined as the ratio [0, 1] of tweets in D1 in comparison to D2; a value of 1 indicated
that user post tweets only within a single city bounding box. This parameter was constructed
to aid in discriminating between local residents and visitors. While it is entirely possible that
users with low localness index are in fact city-dwellers that are only tweeting while traveling, we
assumed that this will have marginal effect on the data.

Not all the users have N great enough to calculate all the spatial statics, if N < 3 is the SD and
HR was set to 0. It is recognized that this could be problematic and introduce bias, and this issue is
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addressed in the Results section. As mentioned above, some of the statistics were not used due to their
low discriminatory power in regard to the user groups.
3. Results
3.1. Twitter Users in Different Spatial Contexts
The first stage of the analysis was the comparison between cities. In Table 1 we present mean
values of spatial statistics accompanied by basic city attributes and summary characteristics for the
local Twitter population, based on D1. Mean statistics are not a good representation of non-normal
distributions, but in this case we use them to compare distributions that are similarly skewed.
The observed values indicate that there are no obvious relationships between the size and population
of the city and the spatial characteristics of the Twitter users. The latter are very similar to each other,
which may indicate that social media users behave somewhat alike despite different socio-spatial
contexts. People that use geolocation in their social media activities in general do this with similar
frequency and travel within similarly sized regions. While this is true for the limited sample presented
here, it should be noted that investigated cities are also comparable with the respect to the local
physical scale.
Table 1. Cities and spatial characteristics of Twitter population. Based on D1 dataset—see explanation
in text. Standard distance deviation (SDD); home range (HR); Nearest Neighbor Index (NNI).
City

Population

Area
[km2 ]

Twitter
Points

Twitter
Population

Tweets
Per User

Mean SDD
[km]

Mean HR
[km2 ]

Mean
NNI

Localness

Dublin
Edinburgh
Krakow
Poznan
Valencia

530,000
478,000
762,000
544,000
831,000

115
263
327
262
135

1,647,376
1,291,392
207,351
134,549
1,456,125

77,893
68,847
13,876
5344
67,385

21
19
15
25
22

1.40
1.93
1.27
1.23
1.27

13.26
15.97
11.16
13.74
8.70

0.12
0.14
0.08
0.07
0.13

0.46
0.35
0.30
0.44
0.49

Users in all the cities are also all similar in respect to preferred time of day for posting activity—at
least no statistically significant differences were found in the data (t-test at 0.05 level) However, cities
differ greatly in the number of Twitter users. One may observe that there is a large gap between
“Western” cities (Dublin, Edinburgh, Valencia) and their post-socialist counterparts (Krakow, Poznan),
and that it may be the result of digital divide [40,41] or rather digital divides [42].
To further investigate the characteristics of Twitter users in different cities, we plot the distributions
on graphs. As is often the case with social media data, our dataset is highly skewed with a very long
tail, and because of this we present the results on a log scale (we used log(1 + x) to accommodate the
zero values). In the case of tweets per user (Figure 1), investigated cities are very similar. The majority
of users post a very small amount of content, which is a known characteristic of this particular social
media platform [43]. When we look at spatial characteristics such as standard distance and home
range we see that differences between locations are even smaller (Figure 2).
However, when we look at the users as a whole, two distinct groups are visible. The first
group tweets within a relatively small area or even from the same location (max. distance < 100 m).
The second group consists of people that post content from more distant locations around the city.
Both are equally visible in SDD and HR. Differences between the cities become pronounced when D2
is used. While they are also present in both spatial measures, home range shows greater separation,
which can be expected due to the nature of the home range estimation procedure [44] (Figure 3).
Disparity is once more greatest between the Polish cities and Dublin and Valencia. It seems that not
only is the Twitter population in the former smaller, but in large part it consists of outsiders—users
other than residents, coming from more distant destinations. This can also be seen in the localness
index (Figure 4). This characteristic clearly separates users into two categories—local content creators
and outsiders. The number of people belonging to the former group is visibly smaller in Krakow,
Edinburgh and Poznan. One possible explanation could be that in those cities a much larger part of
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the Twitter population consists of tourists—people coming from places where social media culture is
more widely adopted (e.g., see Eric Fisher maps of locals vs. tourists). This leads to their exerting a
much greater impact on the social media cyberscape (as defined in [45]) of the city. Due to the size
of home range of the individuals in this group (in the range of thousands of square kilometers), as
well as their low localness index, we assumed that they most probably come from abroad and only
minority of them are local residents that are active only during traveling. In the same time, however,
we cannot be certain that they belong to the Western culture.

Figure 1. Number of tweets per user in selected cities. Based on D1 dataset—see explanation in text.

Figure 2. Standard distance characteristics of Twitter users in selected cities. Based on D1 dataset—see
explanation in text.

Figure 3. Estimated home range of users in selected cities. Based on D2 dataset—see explanation
in text.
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Figure 4. Localness index in selected cities. Based on comparison between D1 and D2.

3.2. Spatial Classification of Twitter Users
The similarity of distributions between selected cities allows us to categorize Twitter users
according to the values of spatial and non-spatial statistics and to further investigate the influence
of socio-spatial context within the Twitter population. The reason behind using categories instead
of simply comparing continuous variables is twofold. Firstly, as with all bigger sets of data, the
measures of the whole population tend to disregard minorities and outliers [46]. In this case, this is
not in the sense of demographics, but in the regard of spatial behavior. Secondly, by identifying and
naming classes we clearly state our assumptions about them, that is, that there are various groups that
should be analyzed separately. We are interested in finding possible connections between social media
behavior represented by posting frequency and spatial behavior represented by SDD, HR and NNI.
Thus, we opted to group users separately along those two general characteristics: mobility and posting
activity; detailed classification values are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Classification values used in assigning users to different groups.
Mobility
Stationary user
Traveling user

Standard Distance (SDD)
<150 m
≥150 m
Posting Activity

Power user
Ordinary user
Incidental user

Number of Tweets (N)
>95 percentile
>2 and <95 percentile
1–2 tweets

As can be seen in Figure 2, there are two distinct groups visible in relation to SDD, and the
image is very similar for HR. Users that post content from a single location or from a relatively small
area, with a standard distance of less than 150 m, form the first class, called Stationary users. Users
with greater values are classified as Traveling users. The second category divides users due to their
posting activity. While in the latter case we do not have a clear separation in the distribution, we
are still able to discern groups using other factors. Firstly, there are obviously many users that tweet
very infrequently—Incidental users. The 50th percentile (median) value was chosen as a cutoff point,
because it is almost identical for all the cities, and changes between them begin to show only in the
higher percentiles. Therefore, users were classified as Incidental when their number of posts was
less than 3. This value has additional importance, because it also means that SDD and HR equals 0,
due to insufficient data points to calculate them (see Methods). On the other end of the posting activity
spectrum are Power users, namely, people that use Twitter daily or often even more frequently, who
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dominate the stream of geolocated content. We assumed that a number of tweets greater than that of
the 95th percentile for a given city qualified a user to be classified as a Power user. Users between the
50th and 95th percentiles were classified as Ordinary.
Results of the classification are presented in Table 3. There is a visible relationship between the
mobility and posting activity of Twitter users in all the cities. The log distribution of standard distance
(Figure 5) shows that Incidental users are predominantly stationary, while Ordinary and Power users
are more mobile. This is to be expected since oftentimes the people from the former group provided
only single data point. Distributions of the latter two groups are similar in shape, but there is a much
greater probability that a user that is a prolific producer of geolocated content is also more mobile,
at least for social media behavior. At the same time, it is more probable that a Power user has an
standard distance value close to zero than a couple hundred meters. There are also differences between
cities. The greatest disparity between Power and Ordinary classes is visible in Krakow and the smallest
in Poznan. Both of these cities are also different from the three other cases—there is a larger number of
Power users with low SDD values.
We used Chi-square tests of independence with two degrees of freedom (df = 2) to test the
significance of the observed relation, and the null hypothesis, that there is no relation between mobility
and posting frequency, was rejected at p < 0.01. However, since 0 values in standard distance are
artificially introduced in the calculations (see Methods), it can be also the case that the presence of
the Incidental user category inflates both the significance and effect size. Therefore, we also tested
mobility against posting activity, with the latter category limited to only two classes: Power users
determined using identical criteria and Ordinary users—encompassing all other users. This test (df = 1)
also rejected the null hypothesis at the same probability level. While significance tests are important,
in a relatively large dataset like this it is even more important to establish effect size. To quantify the
strength of the association between categories, we employed two different measures: Cramer’s V and
Goodman-Kruskal γ [47]. These values are presented in Table 4, calculated both for df = 1 and df = 2
similar to the Chi-square tests. When all three posting activity classes are included, the relationship
is very strong—even suspiciously strong for γ values. This may indicate that, as was previously
suggested, the Incidental user class introduces bias and an overestimation of the association measures.
However, while values for the df = 1 test are much smaller, these are still large enough to indicate
that there is a small to medium (Cramer’s V—according to [48]) or even strong (Goodman-Kruskal γ)
relationship between mobility and posting activity. Differences in values between cities follow the
same pattern that was visible in the distributions in Figure 5—in Krakow and Poznan the association
between mobility and posting activity is weakest.
Having identified the classes, we can use the localness index to investigate differences between
local Twitter users and outsiders. We tested the correlation by assigning scores to classes in each
category and treating them as ordinal data [47], with higher scores indicating more mobile or more
prolific users. Localness is a simple ratio, so it can be treated as a continuous variable. It is no surprise
that there is a significant (p > 0.001) and moderately strong (R = 0.32) correlation between the frequency
of posting and localness: to post a large amount of geolocated tweets users need to stay within the city
limits for a prolonged time. This relationship holds for all the cities (R between 0.28 and 0.36). In the
case of mobility, however, there is no obvious trend (Figure 6). It seems that both local and non-local
users are similarly mobile. Correlation is weak in some of the cities, for example, Edinburgh (R = 0.17)
and Valencia (R = 0.16), or virtually non-existent in others (R < 0.01).
We also investigated connections between preferred times of day for tweeting, but similar to the
comparison between cities there were no statistically significant differences.
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Figure 5. Comparison between posting activity classes in respect to the standard distance value.
Table 3. Contingency table between mobility (Stationary, Traveling) and posting activity (Incidental,
Ordinary, Power) user types. Row conditional relative frequency is included in parentheses.

Dublin
Stationary user
Traveling user
Total

Incidental User

Ordinary User

Power User

35,133 (76%)
561 (2%)
35,694 (46%)

10,246 (22%)
28,083 (89%)
38,329 (49%)

881 (2%)
2989 (9%)
3870 (5%)

Total
46,260 (100%)
31,633 (100%)
Total

Edinburgh
Stationary user
Traveling user
Total

34,956 (86%)
49 (0.2%)
35,005 (51%)

5727 (14%)
24,676 (88%)
30,403 (44%)

136 (0.3%)
3303 (12%)
(5%)3439

40,819 (100%)
28,028 (100%)

7583 (77%)
191 (5%)
7774 (56%)

2033 (21%)
3377 (83%)
5410 (39%)

197 (2%)
495 (12%)
692 (5%)

9813 (100%)
4063 (100%)

Krakow
Stationary user
Traveling user
Total

Total

Poznan
Stationary user
Traveling user
Total

2556 (69%)
111 7(%)
2667 (50%)

1064 (29%)
1345 (83%)
2409 (45%)

105 (3%)
163 (10%)
268 (5%)

3725 (100%)
1619 (100%)
Total

Valencia
Stationary user
Traveling user
Total

30,923 (81%)
5 (0.02%)
30,928 (46%)

7107 (19%)
25,996 (89%)
33,103 (49%)

197 (1%)
3162 (11%)
3359 (5%)

38,227 (100%)
29,163 (100%)

Table 4. Association between mobility and posting activity user types. Cramer’s V and Goodman-Kruskal
γ were calculated for all user types (df = 2) and for posting activity category limited to two classes
(df = 1)—see text for further explanation.

Dublin
Edinburgh
Krakow
Poznan
Valencia

Cramer’s V (df = 2)

Cramers’s V (df = 1)

Goodman-Kruskal γ (df = 2)

Goodman-Kruskal γ (df = 1)

0.74
0.84
0.67
0.57
0.81

0.17
0.26
0.21
0.15
0.25

0.95
0.99
0.93
0.87
0.98

0.69
0.95
0.74
0.59
0.92
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Figure 6. Comparison between mobility classes and localness in selected cities.

4. Conclusions and Discussion
The above results make it possible to formulate answers to the questions posed at the beginning
of the paper. Firstly, it is apparent that Twitter users can be clearly separated into at least two distinct
groups based on the spatial characteristics of their geolocated content. It is also possible to separate
users by the frequency with which they post geolocated content. In both cases, user distribution
is bimodal and highly skewed. We can, therefore, imagine the Twitter population as consisting
of people with very different modes of social media use in the context of its spatiality. There are
users that post frequently from distant locations while traveling through the city, and there are also
users that post rarely and from the same place—for example, the home or workplace. When we
adopt a communication metaphor—that is, seeing location as a tool used for increasing social capital
or as an additional information layer—we can see that the personal location information can be a
carrier for a very wide range of meanings. Therefore, it seems that a set of geosocial data for a given
place, at least on the city scale or greater, cannot be perceived and used as a whole when analyzing
socio-spatial processes. It must be filtered not only by content and quality, but also by user groups and
by the meanings associated with them. Locations are like homophones in language—a single set of
coordinates or a place name shared on a social network can convey two entirely opposite meanings
according to the social and spatial context in which they are read. This may have a significant impact
on the perceived image of the given area—its virtual dimension [49]—since social media have lately
become one of the dominant forces shaping this, especially in tourism [20]. Of course, we do not
suggest here that the groupings used in our study are universal. Quite the opposite: it is entirely
possible to classify users with another set of measures, for example, the number of followers or
presence/absence of certain hashtags in their tweets. However, what is important is the fact that there
may be significant spatial differences between these groups that must be acknowledged.
Our results suggests that there is a positive correlation between the spatial behavior and posting
activity of Twitter users. Users that post more frequently are also mobile rather than stationary.
This further strengthens the observation that location serves a purpose in communication on Twitter.
Location is a meaningful part of the message or maybe even its main component. The bimodality of
Power users' mobility, the fact that they are either very mobile or very stationary (Figure 5), suggests
that those are conscious decisions made by the users. The importance of this finding is increased by
the fact that the most prolific users tend to entirely dominate the social media content stream. In the
case of our data, Power users were responsible for at least 71% of all posts in every city. This also
means that not only do geolocated (in our understanding of the term) Twitter data represent only a
small percentage of the whole stream (1–3% according to various sources), but the spatial image that is
produced is dependent on a very small number of people. This was also observed by Yin et al. [50].
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It is possible, however, to overcome or mitigate this bias. The former limitation can be mitigated by the
use of geocoding techniques (e.g., [51]), while the latter by both increasing the size of the dataset—to
gather enough information about outliers and minorities and by applying normalization techniques.
One such technique is to restrict data points to one location per user, that is, no matter how many times
users tweeted from single a set of coordinates (or rather a small area to accommodate for a location
estimation error), it has the same spatial weight. This procedure can lead to quite a different spatial
image of the Twitter population [52], but its usefulness is dependent on the purpose of the analysis.
Another question is how the spatial characteristics of Twitter users differ between cities that in our
case represent various spatial and social contexts. At first glance, clearly the Twitter population in every
place we studied is very similar. The summary statistics and the distributions of basic characteristics
are weakly related to the population size and area of the city. Also, spatial characteristics suggest that
there are some universal patterns in using the location services on Twitter—at least when we look
within the limits of one city. When the limits of bounding boxes are lifted, the users do differ between
cities. The greatest disparity is apparent in the localness index, which means that in some of the cities a
much greater part of the geolocated content is produced by outsiders, especially since those are also the
cities in which the Twitter population is the smallest. Yet the resulting overall spatial behavior of the
users is similar. It may be the case that this is an example of behavior driven by software, by functions
and services offered by the Twitter platform that shape the Foucauldian “technologies of self”.
The next vital step in the research path undertaken here should be to further increase the level of
knowledge about the motivations and behavior of geosocial media producers. Ideally, this is an area
for a mixed methods approach, where big data mining techniques can be combined with quantitative
methods from the social sciences to unravel differences between groups of Twitter users. The aim of
this paper was to highlight the presence and importance of these differences for research practice.
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